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Stay connected to the ISEP network
Participate in events
Transmit your knowledge

Participate
Participe aux évènements
in events
To take full advantage and enrich the network :

Preferential gatherings :

. Conferences about technical and/or societal problems.
. Afterworks in Paris, nationally and internationally.

Regular gatherings :

. General assembly.
. Cultural visits to Paris and surroundinds.
. ISEP gala.

Transmit your knowledge
To enable the exchange between the various promotions :

Participate in the ISEP cursus :

. Share your professional experience with the students.
. Various workshops for the preparation of interviews and CV.

Boost your professional life :

. Regional groups : govern the ISEP network in France.
. ISEP International : increase the influence of ISEP internationally.
. ISEP Entrepreneurs : assist with the creation of takeover of businesses.
. ISEP Business Angels : assist a new business to raise funds (Start Up).
. Job platform : diffuses employment offers specific to ISEP graduates.

Stay connected to the ISEP network

ww

www.isepalumni.fr

Inquire in real time of the current
events of ISEP Alumni,
Update his address and phone
number, Subscribe,
Consult the situations ...

Hub ISEP Alumni
The directory

On-line or on paper
Including
more than 6.000 graduates

Hub ISEP
Signaux

Revue de l’Association des Diplômés de l’ISEP
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FLASH SIGNAUX
L’actualité d’ISEP Alumni

Flash Signaux

Trimestrial newsletter with
ISEP Alumni news

Signaux

On-line annual magazine

Our mission
ISEP Alumni, not-profit association, is commissioned :
To efficiently federate all generations of students and ISEP
graduates.
To set up a reliable and effective network to increase the
visibility of ISEP diploma recognition.
To aid the ISEP students during their studies.
To support the graduates throughout their professional life.
To represent the graduates on the ISEP board of directors.
To promote the engineers status within the scientific French
organizations (IESF).

Contact us
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ISEP Alumni

28 rue Notre Dame des Champs
75006 Paris
Tel : +33(0)1 49 54 52 89
isepalumni@isep.fr

